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Processing the Feedback : today’s
approach

Understanding yourself: The Process
Some notes about feedback and this process
1. This process is not designed for you to conform to what you hear
2. Our objective is to understand the feedback and your reflection so you
can determine the best next steps.
Consider the following
1. Some feedback will illustrate others’ expectations of you.
2. Some feedback will seem invalid. Look at this feedback by understanding
how you may be unintentionally affecting others.
3. Some feedback will require you to gather more information to
understand fully.
4. It may highlight skills you need to develop
5. It may reflect your enduring style (i.e. which aspects reflect aspects of
your strengths?)
6. It may reflect your perspective or viewpoint.

q Today we are going to process the feedback and analyze the
difference between where you are and your vision
1. The gap will form the basis for your leadership
development tasks
2. The process we’ll use is peer coaching
3 roles of the peer coach
• The peer coach is
This person will be your
check-in partner in between
q Your thinking partner
sessions 2 and 3
q Your objective support
q Someone to help you be accountable

From Your Executive Coaching Solution by Joan Kofodimos
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Understanding yourself: The Process

When you
think about
your goal

q You’ve now been thinking about your feedback for several weeks, discuss the
following with your peer coach
1. Work through the feedback you received from your feedback interviews.
2.

Compare this with your SWOT analysis, your reflections from the HW,
organization, and the work from Session 1. What’s different? Similar?
Talk about the gaps you see between what you learned about yourself
and the way your organization works. How did it impact your vision?

3.
4.

• What will help you?
• What barriers exist?
• Are these barriers internal or
external? How can you tell?

Each person gets 10 minutes. Use it all. This is your time to dig deeper.

q Talk through these questions1 with your peer coach
1. What are you surprised by? What confirmed what you believed to be
true?
2.
3.
4.
5.

Helps?

Hinders?

What are you pleased about? Concerned?
What patterns or themes emerge?
Is there anything you need to further clarify?
How well do your strengths align with your feedback? Vision?
1 Your Executive Coaching Solution by Joan Kofodimos
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75%
The Current State
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Career Precedence

Of women said they
want to work when
asked, “Do you have
to work or want to
work?”

Among millennials surveyed, those who
think that their careers take precedence
over their partner’s:

(Detjen, et al 2013)

(Ely, et al HBR, Dec 2014)

Women are still under-represented and
face real barriers to advancement

Getting Stalled
2014 Weekly Earnings
Median earnings in full-time management,
professional, and related occupations
(BLS, 2014)

$1,058

$1,411

Although they hold almost 52%
of all professional-level jobs,
American women lag behind
men when it comes to their
representation in leadership
positions. (HBR 2014)

46%

Entry Level

58%

70%
Labor force

Of men said gender
diversity is important
but only 12% believes
women have fewer
opportunities than
men.

What is Unconscious Bias?
https://www.fastcompany.com/3036627/youre
-more-biased-than-you-think

(McKinsey/Leanin.org, Sept 2015)

Middle Management

39%

Senior Leadership

25.5%
(Financial Times 2016)

49%

(McKinsey/Leanin.org, Sept 2015)

Fortune 500 CEOs

Financial Services Industry

(McKinsey, Leanin.org, 2015)

Those who think
their work is
meaningful: men
59%, women 49%

men

“Women in leadership are more likely to
stay with their company than their male
counterparts. Compared with men at the
same level, SVP-level women are 20%
less likely to leave, and women in the
C-suite are about half as likely to leave.”

(Women in the Workplace, 2016, Fortune, 2017)

Women were 79%
more likely to move
from Senior manager
to Director/VP
compared to 100%
for men

50%

women

Senior Vice President

24%

79%

26%
But…

Workplace Representation

6.4%

6

Commercial Real Estate Industry
20%

(Ely, et al HBR, Dec 2014)

28%
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11%

Mid-Level

Leadership
Characteristics
On 16 leadership
characteristics,
women outscore or
equal men in15
(Zenger, Folkman 2012)

SVP/Partner/MD
C-Suite

(CREW, 2015)
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Biases exist because our brains try to
make sense of the world

We are more alike than different
Except at the extremes

“Ideal”

“Ideal”
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External Biases & Impacts
Evaluation
Rewards

External Biases have Internal Impacts
Promotion

Think of time when you were in the
minority in some way (e.g. for your belief,

Travel

Hiring / Firing

the way you looked, your socioeconomic group,
etc.). Answer the following

Trust

• What impact did this experience
have on your behavior at that
time?

Risky Assignments

• What impact did it have on others’
perceptions of you?
• What impact did it have on your
perceptions of others?
11
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Our Research

Key Findings:
Completed 2 year
study of collegeeducated women
Women shared
personal stories
and advice

Recent survey results

Say Yes Too
much
Do it Myself
Do Office
Housework

Avoiding Risk
Overcompensating
Blame,
Diverting
Attention
Catastrophize

BE NICE

Sacrificing Self,
Taking it All On

LOOK GOOD

DO IT ALL

Bad Habits Limit Our Power
Wait for
Recognition

I am resonsible for taking care of home, family, and
everyone
Time = Committment

Keep the Peace

82%
44%
56%

Anything I do for me is Selfish

Avoiding
Negotiation and
Conflict

I need to be perfect in appearance and behavior

44%
49%

I'm not good enough
I am not entitled to time, money, and power

Lowering Career
Expectations

If I follow the rules, I will be taken care of

31%
54%

Result?
N = 250
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Our findings (1) : Women’s Unconscious Biases

DO IT ALL

Our findings (1) : Women’s Unconscious Biases

LOOK GOOD

DO IT ALL

17

LOOK GOOD
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Our findings (1) : Women’s Unconscious Biases

DO IT ALL

LOOK GOOD

BE NICE

19
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REFRAME!

Steps to Addressing Unconscious Bias

Assumption

Do it All

01

02

03

04

Notice guilt
as a trigger

Observe
responses

We are all responsible
Results Matter

05
Look Good

Listen for and
recognize the
assumption in
action

I am primarily responsible for
home and family
Time/Effort=Commitment

REFRAME

REFRAME
assumptions

I need to be perfect
I am not good enough

Choose more
consciously

Be Nice

We are not entitled to rewards
If I keep my head down, I will be
rewarded

Some things can be done “well
enough”
I am a work in progress

I am paid what the work is worth
I am responsible for asking for what I
need

21

REFRAME!

Case Studies

Assumption

Do it All

Tanya

Jane

Kylie

Look Good

Be Nice

Kerri

Mayra

I am primarily responsible for
home and family
Time/Effort=Commitment

I need to be perfect
I am not good enough

We are not entitled to rewards
If I keep my head down, I will be
rewarded

REFRAME
We are all responsible
Results Matter

Some things can be done “well
enough”
I am a work in progress

I am paid what the work is worth
I am responsible for asking for what I
need

Natasha

23
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Yeah, but

Yes, AND….

Re-frame your limiting assumptions
What assumptions
most impact your
career?

The SMART experiment

S

• Safe. It won’t cause great harm

M

• Modest. It’s just the first steps.

A

• Actionable.You can do it the next week

R

• You are a researcher. You are gathering
information.

T

• You are running a mini Test. Examine the
results.

How might you
reframe your
assumptions?

What activities can
you take to
implement
change?

What resistance
can you expect
and how might you
overcome it?

Planning
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Accountability
o Change happens because we
practice.
§ Practice every day somehow.
§ Note what happens, your reactions
and your adaptations in your
journal.
§ Check in with your peer coaching
partner.
§ Define the questions you want
them to ask you
§ Give them the questions
§ Pick dates/times for your
check in and put it in your
calendar now

What to do when the
biases are turned on
you
Expecting pushback as you
make changes

www.orangegroveconsulting.com

Triggering a return to previous behavior

Resistance is reality. Accept it.
P
e
s
s
i
m
i
s
m

She just got
married, can’t
hire her she’ll
just quit

Hope

Doubt, Fear
Denial

You’re not
strategic
enough

She’s not
really
interested in
the next
level

Confidence

Certainty
Satisfaction

?
Time

30

Does she
really want
it?

She’s gotta
leave at 3.

She’s so
emotional

You’re not
quite ready

She isn’t
interested in
doing
evening
events

You’re a
good
multitasker
It’s
technical.
Give it to
Charlie.

What biases
have you heard?
32
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Step 1: What’s the underlying assumption?
What are possible reframes?
She just got
married, can’t
hire her she’ll
just quit

You’re not
strategic
enough

She’s gotta
leave at 3.

You’re a
good
multitasker
It’s
technical.
Give it to
Charlie.

She isn’t
interested in
doing
evening
events

Does she
really want
it?

?

She’s so
emotional

You’re not
quite ready

She’s not
really
interested in
the next
level

Step 2: Effective Use of Emotion

33

Step 3: Direct Speak

34

Direct Speak

•

Bring in your perspective of the
situation

Assertive

I’ve noticed that the project is not getting done to
the quality required

Aggressive

•
Passive

Aggressive Communication

Passive Communication

•

Exerts control over another

•

Allows another to take advantage of you

•

Creates win-lose situations

•

Avoids conflict and confrontation

•

‘This is the best approach’

•

‘Whatever you want is fine with me’

Describe how you feel without
blame
I feel I am the only one taking responsibility for
monitoring the quality

•

State your wants clearly
I would like you to share accountability for the
project and help me raise the quality

35
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Step 3: Pick one of the resistors and come up
with a direct speak response
She just got
married, can’t
hire her she’ll
just quit

You’re not
strategic
enough

She’s gotta
leave at 3.

You’re not
quite ready

She’s not
really
interested in
the next
level

?

She’s so
emotional

She isn’t
interested in
doing
evening
events

Does she
really want
it?

Should you call it
out?

You’re a
good
multitasker
It’s
technical.
Give it to
Charlie.
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Step 4: Preparing for the pushback
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How can you help other women

Where do you expect
the pushback?

REFRAME

Plan

Encourage
other
women

Great idea Maria!

How can your
respond?

Reinforce
when
women
speak up in
meetings

Call out
bullies

Lydia, come to
the meeting and
present our
findings

Did everyone see
what Micha did?

That wasn't nice.
Why did you say
that?

Invite more
people at
the table

39
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How can you engage men as
allies

Final thoughts and reflections
qBiggest Aha
qMost Helpful
qHardest to do
qMost excited to try
qMost unsure about

What are you
going to try in
the next month?
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